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Week 1

o Welcome to Applied Biomolecular Science

1.1 COURSE PREPARATION

Students should orientate themselves
through the BABS1202 Moodle site.
Students should familiarise themselves with
the course focus and intended learning
outcomes.
Students should familiarise themselves with
UNSW administrative procedures.

1.2 WELCOME TO BABS1202 ONLINE
Applied Biomolecular Science (BABS1202) will be delivered entirely online in
Term 2, 2020. You will be allocated a specific tutorial time and group designation
number as per your timetabling details. Each week at the specified day and time
you will be required to log into your “Microsoft Teams” group for your compulsory
tutorial session.
Your success in this online course will depend upon creating structure around
your study routine. You should be continually engaged by ensuring that you put
in appropriate time in addition to that of your scheduled tutorials. This is best
achieved by establishing a study plan/timetable that suits you. As a general
guide, a 6 unit of credit course at university typically requires a minimum of 6
hours of study time per week, and this online course is designed to be equally as
rigorous and demanding as the traditional on-campus version.
Through the BABS1202 Moodle site, you will have access to a considerable
amount of online resources. These may give you more material than you need to
attempt and complete your assignments. However, you should cover all that is
provided within your allotted study time. Please don’t be tempted to skip the
recorded lectures, tutorials, videos, additional notes and ungraded selfassessment activities. These are designed to help you achieve the course
learning objectives. Even if something doesn’t have a grade attached, it offers
supplemental learning and helps you prepare for all of your assessments.
When doing an online course, you don't get the chance to have casual
conversations with your student peers or with teaching staff outside of normal
class times. The key to staying focused, motivated and successful with online
learning, is to become a good communicator. Therefore, it is important to engage
online with your colleagues and tutor through emails, posting in student forums,
Moodle announcements, etc.
To begin in week 1, you should identify your scheduled BABS1202 weekly tutorial
session and log into your assigned “Microsoft Teams” group to meet your tutor
and fellow Applied Biomolecular Scientists.
I hope you enjoy the course, and any questions or concerns, you can always
contact me via my email (j.e.wilson@unsw.edu.au).

John Wilson
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1.3 BABS1202 ONLINE LEARNING
All of BABS1202 learning resources will be only be available online via the course
Moodle site and through Microsoft Teams.
1.3.1 Moodle Resources
• Lecture notes are available as pdf format
• Lecture Recordings – PowerPoint slides with voice over available through
the Echo360 platform
• Assessment grading rubrics
• Weekly tutorial notes are available
• Non-graded lab quiz
• Interactive tutorials
• Instructional videos
1.3.2 Microsoft Teams
• Weekly Tutorial Session: Go to the Online Learning Guide for detailed
instruction on:
Ø How to access Class team – the Online Collaboration Tool?
Ø How to access Weekly Live Session?
Ø How to operate during a live session?
•

Practical Notes: Access your electronic laboratory notebook through
General > Class Notebook > Content Library > Course Manual (See
Online Learning Guide for detailed instruction)

1.3.1 Accessing Weekly Live Tutorial Session Through Moodle
Go to BABS1202 Moodle “Getting Started’ and open the Online Learning Guide,
then click the link BABS1202 Class Teams to get to the BABS1202 Class
Teams. You can use a browser version or the Microsoft Teams app that is freely
available.
Follow the 3-steps process below to enter your live session. Follow the instruction
given from your tutor once you’ve entered the LIVE session.
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When you are in the LIVE session, you can engage your group using the
following basic operating steps:

Control Panel
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Timer - indicating the duration of the LIVE session
Camera - you can turn video feed on or off using this button, for those
who are experiencing issue with bandwidth, leaving this off may improve
the overall session experience
Microphone - turn audio feed on or off to speak to the group
ScreenShare - turn on or off to allow screen share function; your tutor
will likely use this function when they are presenting
More actions - you can allow live caption, changing background and
more setting from this button
Chatbox - click here to enable chat function on the right. You can post
question here or call out to your tutor; your tutor may ask you to respond
actively during the live session using chat function as well
Participants - click here to check for participant in this LIVE session
Hang Up - click to end session

Other functions:
•
•

Whiteboard
Survey
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1.4 COURSE FOCUS
BABS1202 provides an overview of the application of molecular and cellular
biology to the fields of medicine, plant and animal science, and food, marine and
environmental sciences. It draws comparisons between contemporary and
conventional technologies through the introduction of traditional and recombinant
genetics, microbiology, biochemistry and molecular engineering techniques.
1.4.1 Syllabus Outline:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Characteristics of biological processes
Basic biochemistry and cell structure of eukaryotes and bacteria
Bacterial growth and cell culture and cell death
Understanding DNA, RNA, proteins from a biological perspective
Enzymes with an emphasis on biotechnology
Growth of cells, basic kinetics, concept of quantitation in biotechnology,
product yields in biological systems
Microbiology of food
Conventional genetics
Genetic exchange, recombinant DNA technology & principles of cloning
Genomics and bioinformatics
Fermentation products
Environmental biotechnology & bioremediation

1.4.2 Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of Applied Biomolecular Sciences the student should have:
• A good understanding of the fundamental and key principles of modern
molecular biology.
• Have the ability to pose questions, design experiments and interpret the
resultant experimental data with respect to the literature.
• The ability to identify inconsistencies in scientific thought and writing
through an understanding of the relevant literature and the correct use of
references to support arguments and hypotheses.
• An awareness of the ethical issues and an understanding of the issues
surrounding plagiarism.
• An appreciation of the interdisciplinary and rapidly changing nature of
biomolecular sciences.
• An ability to communicate scientific ideas and discoveries in
biomolecular sciences, to the industrial, scientific and the general
communities, using the written and spoken word and electronic media.
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1.5 EQUITABLE LEARNING SERVICE (ELS)
Those students who have a disability that requires some adjustment in their
teaching or learning environment are encouraged to discuss their study needs
with the course convenor prior to, or at the commencement of, their course, or
with the Equity Officer (Disability) in the Equitable Learning Service (9385 4734
or http://www.studentequity.unsw.edu.au/http://www.equity.unsw.e
du.au/disabil.html). Issues to be discussed may include access to materials,
signers or note-takers, the provision of services and additional exam and
assessment arrangements. Early notification is essential to enable any
necessary adjustments to be made. Information on designing courses and
course outlines that take into account the needs of students with disabilities can
be found at:
www.secretariat.unsw.edu.au/acboardcom/minutes/coe/disabilitygu idelines.pdf
1.6 SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
Students who believe that their performance, either during the session or in the
end of session exams, may have been affected by illness or other circumstances
may apply for special consideration.
Students must make a formal application for Special Consideration for the
course/s affected as soon as practicable after the problem occurs and within
three working days of the assessment to which it refers.
Students should consult general information covering examinations,
assessment, special consideration and other related matters. available on the
web at: my.unsw.edu.au/student/atoz/SpecialConsideration.html.
To apply for special consideration, applications must be made via Online
Services in myUNSW. You must obtain and attach Third Party documentation
before submitting the application.
Failure to do so will result in the application being rejected. After applying online,
students must also verify their supporting documentation by submitting to UNSW
Student Central. Originals or certified copies of your supporting documentation
(Student Central can certify your original documents), and the supporting
documentation must be submitted to Student Central for verification within three
working days of the assessment or the period covered by the supporting
documentation. Applications which are not verified will be rejected. Students will
be contacted via the online special consideration system as to the outcome of
their application.
1.7 FURTHER ASSESSMENT
This course does not offer deferred assessment. Further assessment exams may
be given to those students who were absent from the final exams through illness
or misadventure. Special Consideration applications for final examinations will
only be considered after the final examination period when lists of students sitting
supplementary exams/tests for each course are determined at School
Assessment Review Group Meetings. Students will be notified via the online
special consideration system as to the outcome of their application.
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It is the responsibility of all students to regularly consult their official student email
accounts and myUNSW in order to ascertain whether or not they have been
granted further assessment. Further assessment exams will be offered on this
day only and failure to sit for the appropriate exam may result in an overall failure
for the course. Further assessment will not be offered on any alternative dates.
1.8 ACADEMIC HONESTY AND PLAGIARISM
Plagiarism is the presentation of the thoughts or work of another as one’s own.
Examples include:
• Direct duplication of the thoughts or work of another, including by copying
work, or knowingly permitting it to be copied. This includes copying
material, ideas or concepts from a book, article, report or other written
document (whether published or unpublished), composition, artwork,
design, drawing, circuitry, computer program or software, web site,
Internet, other electronic resource, or another person’s assignment
without appropriate acknowledgement.
• Paraphrasing another person’s work with very minor changes keeping the
meaning, form and/or progression of ideas of the original.
• Piecing together sections of the work of others into a new whole.
• Presenting an assessment item as independent work when it has been
produced in whole or part in collusion with other people, for example,
another student or a tutor.
• Claiming credit for a proportion a work contributed to a group assessment
item that is greater than that actually contributed.
• Submitting an assessment item that has already been submitted for
academic credit elsewhere may also be considered plagiarism.
• The inclusion of the thoughts or work of another with attribution
appropriate to the academic discipline does not amount to plagiarism.
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Week 2

o Course Focus
o Assessments

2.1 PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Course Introduction”
Students should familiarise themselves with the
assessment objectives and submission dates.

2.2 ASSESSMENTS

Item

Weight

Description

Due date

Tutorial
discussions

21%

Weekly participation
(3% / week)

Weekly

Literature
review

20%

Individual assignment

Week 9

Experimental
design

8%

Group assignment
(4 students / group)

Week 10

Home based
project

8%

Individual assignment

Week 10

43%

Examination will cover
all lectures, lab quiz and TBA
tutorial material

Final theory
examination

2.2.1 Tutorial discussion (21%)
Each weeks’ tutorial class will commence with a discussion. You will be required
to research and make appropriate notes prior to each lab. The specific
question(s) will be discussed during your on-line class, and you will be assessed
on your contribution.
There are assessable tutorial discussions and questions for each week (Tutorials
3-5 inclusive and tutorials 7-10 inclusive), and each week is worth 3% towards
your final grade.
2.2.2 Experimental design (8%)
As a group of four students you will design and implement an experimental
protocol to produce biofuel by isolating from amylase producing thermophilic
bacterial species. All aspects of the design must be encapsulated in a final report
submitted as a group. Refer to the marking rubric for the specific areas of
assessment. To help you, we have designed an on-line module “Experimental
design” in addition to scheduling a tutorial structured specifically around
experimental design.
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2.2.3 Home based fermentation project (8%)
We have designed this simple experiment (do be done at home) to illustrate the
effectiveness of enzymes to convert common foodstuffs into potential biofuels.
In this investigation you will:
• Investigate the ability of enzymes to produce a fermented product from
different substrates.
• You will research techniques for analysing and quantifying enzyme
activity.
• You will analyse data and consider reproducibility and the use of controls.
2.2.4 Literature review (20%)
A literature review is a descriptive summary of research on a topic that has
previously been studied. The purpose of a literature review is to inform readers
of the significant knowledge and ideas that have been established on a topic. Its
purpose is to compare, contrast and/or connect findings that were identified when
reviewing researchers' work.
The purpose of this assignment is to facilitate your abilities to research a topic of
study so you can learn to:
1. Identify and formulate an inquiry question that defines what you'd like to learn.
2. Apply your knowledge on reading research that you've learned in BABS1202.
3. Analyse information found in journal articles.
4. Synthesize new knowledge into a written literature review.
For this assignment you are required to complete a literature review on a
scientific controversial issue. You are asked to locate at least 5 peer reviewed
journal articles on your topic and write an approximately 5000-word literature
review on the articles you've selected.
Steps to complete your literature review:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Choose a biotechnological topic that you are interested in studying.
Formulate an inquiry question that specifically describes what would like
to know about your topic.
Go to the library or use online databases to search for and locate
journals that include your topic's information.
Find articles, read the abstracts and skim the articles to determine if they
correspond well to your topic and inquiry question.
Select at least 5 peer reviewed journal articles for your review.
Read your articles and begin to sort and classify them according to their
findings.
Organize your articles by sorting and classifying their findings in a
meaningful way, always considering your original topic and inquiry
question.
Write an outline for your literature review and discuss in your tutorial
class.
Write your review and submit.
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2.2.5 Final Exam (43%)
The final exam will cover all lectures, tutorial and laboratory quiz material in
addition. The format could be a combination of multiple choice, fill in the blanks
and short answer questions.
The date and time of the final exam will be announced by timetabling via your
myUNSW.
2.3 I’VE GOT A QUESTION! WHO DO I ASK?
Personal questions about your enrolment, special consideration,
equitable learning, issues with grades, or anything that is impacting
your academic performance.
Email course convenor directly (j.e.wilson@unsw.edu.au)
Questions about assignment due dates, where to find a certain lecture,
lecture content etc.
For questions that are relevant to a lot of students (even if you feel like
it’s a very silly question!), scroll through the discussion forum. It’s likely
someone else has already asked it. If it isn’t already there, post a new
question in the appropriate section with an informative title so someone
else looking for the same question can find it e.g. “Missense mutations”,
“Literature review due date”. Forum questions typically get answered a
lot faster, because they are checked by everyone. If you know the
answer to someone else’s question, post it!
Anything not urgent but you would just like to chat about the
assignment/last week’s tutorial/something that you’re curious about.
For things you just want to chat out, and that is relevant to other students
in your tutorial group, there will be space to ask questions in your weekly
tutorials. Jot down your questions on a note pad for your next class then
post them in the chat at the beginning of class. No question is too silly!
Tutorials are a time to really connect and get curious about all the things
you are learning.
If something has changed in the course, if submission portals are
opened, or we are receiving lots of questions on a similar problem, we
will post in the announcements. Announcements are always important,
and it is essential you check these regularly (i.e. daily). The easiest way
to keep informed is to set your Moodle/email alerts, so Announcements
go into your email inbox.
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o Bacterial Cell Structure
Week 3

o Microbial Growth
o Literature Reviews

3.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Online Skills Tutorial “Literature
Review”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 3 Tutorial “Literature Reviews”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Eukaryotic Cell Revision”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Bacterial Cell Structure”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Microbial Growth”

3.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 3 Objectives
Structure and function of eukaryotic major
cellular components.
Bacterial cell structure, including cell wall.
Functions of bacterial plasma membrane.
Practical approaches to bacterial phenotyping.
Importance of bacteria.
Factors influencing microbial growth.
Communicate scientific ideas and discoveries in
biomolecular sciences via a literature review.

3.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Introduction to Bacteria
Describe the fundamental differences
between bacterial and eukaryotic cells.
Discuss the importance of bacteria.
Describe cell wall structure in Gram-positive
and Gram-negative bacteria.
Describe the three functions of the bacterial
plasma membrane.

3.4 THE GRAM STAIN
The Gram stain is arguably the most important differential stain in bacteriology.
Almost all bacteria can be classified as Gram positive or Gram negative, a
characteristic that is produced by marked differences in cell wall structure and
correlates with many other characteristics of the microorganism.
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3.4.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

The Gram Stain

Why is the timing of each step
of the Gram stain so
important?
What is the purpose of heatfixing a bacterial smear prior to
Gram-staining?
What outcomes may you
experience when Gramstaining old or stressed cells?

3.5 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Microbial Growth
Considering the “essentials for growth”,
discuss the intrinsic and extrinsic factors
that impact microbial growth.
Describe the phases of the bacterial growth
curve.
Describe the 4 major nutritional types found
in microbiology.

3.6 LITERATURE REVIEWS
A literature review is a survey of the scholarly sources on a specific topic. It
provides an overview of current knowledge, allowing one to identify relevant
theories, methods, and gaps in the existing research. It involves collecting,
evaluating and analysing publications that relate to the research question. It
highlights what has already been done, what is generally accepted and what is
emerging within the field.
As a researcher, a literature assures your readers that you are familiar with the
relevant research that has been carried out and establishes your own study as
an important link in developing and enlarging knowledge in that field.
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3.6.1 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Literature reviews
What is a literature review?
How would a sound understanding of
performing a literature review help you in
the course of undergraduate candidature
as well as your future professional career?

3.6.2 ASSIGNMENT

Literature Review
Individual assignment
Worth 20% of final grade.
Due week 9

For this assignment you are required to complete a literature review on a
biotechnological controversial issue. You are asked to locate at least 5 peerreviewed journal articles on your topic and write an approximately 5000-word
literature review on the articles you've selected.
A scientific controversy is generally considered to be a fundamental
disagreement among scientists about the validity of a major theory, and therefore
encourages sustained debate across the broader scientific community. True
scientific controversy is essential for the development of ideas and theories, and
involves disagreements over how data should be interpreted, over which ideas
are best supported by the available evidence, and over which ideas are worth
investigating further.
Counterpoint to true scientific controversy is the conflict between scientific idea
and non-scientific viewpoint. For example, scientific evidence supports the theory
that the Earth is about 4.5 billion years old, however, some non-scientific groups
reject this view in favour of an Earth being created just a few thousand years ago.
This is a conflict over scientific knowledge, but not one within the scientific
community.
Conflicts of this nature between scientific ideas and non- scientific view-points,
can hinder science if the controversy shuts down research in contested areas.
In recent times when fake news and alternative facts circulate in society,
spreading scientifically based findings is more important than ever. This makes
science communication one of academia’s most vital tasks.
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Each student should select a topic from the list below and write a literature review
on their chosen topic.
o Is evolution by natural selection the governing principle of biology?
o Is embryonic stem cell research necessary?
o Can vaccination be harmful?
o Is alternative medicine such as homeopathy compatible with western
o medicine?
o Is climate change primarily man-made?
o Are genetically modified organisms safe?
o Do genetically modified organisms in agriculture pose a health hazard?
o Is there evidence to support the theory of extra-terrestrial life?
o Are detox diets really all they say they are?
o Can cancer be controlled by diet?
o Is genetic engineering to create designer babies a positive or negative?
o Is intelligent design a valid scientific principle?
o Is it right to devote more land for biofuels at the expense of food crops?
o Is vitamin supplementation necessary?
o Is there really an argument for so called “organic” foods?
o Or, you may choose your own topic after consultation with your tutor.

Steps to complete your literature review:
1.

Choose a biotechnological topic that you are interested in studying.

2.

Formulate an inquiry question that specifically describes what would like
to know about your topic.

3.

Go to the library or use online databases to search for and locate
journals that include your topic's information.

4.

Find articles, read the abstracts and skim the articles to determine if they
correspond well to your topic and inquiry question.

5.

Select at least 5 journal articles for your review.

6.

Read your articles and sort and classify them according to their findings.

7.

Organize your articles by sorting and classifying their findings in a
meaningful way, always considering your original topic and inquiry
question.

8.

Write an outline for your review and discuss in your tutorial class.

9.

Write your review and submit.
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In writing the literature review for this BABS1202 assignment, the purpose is to
convey to the reader what knowledge and ideas have been established, and what
their strengths and weaknesses are. An outline for writing your literature review
is as follows:
1. Introduction
Write an introduction paragraph for your review. This section states the topic and
inquiry questions for this review and tells the reader specific information on how
many articles you reviewed and how you sorted the articles into common themes
based on findings (results).
2. Body
Before you begin this section, be sure that you have sorted your articles into
different themes based on the articles’ findings (sometimes called results). After
you sort your articles, it is important to give your sorted groups a descriptive
name. The names of the sorted articles will become your headings for each of
the paragraphs that you write in the body of your review. The body of your
literature review will include;
Theme 1: Describe the first theme that you identified and compare,
contrast and/or connect the articles you’ve selected.
Theme 2: Describe the second theme that you identified and compare,
contrast and/or connect the articles you’ve selected. And so on.
3. Summary
This is the last paragraph of your literature review. In this paragraph, it is
important to briefly summarize the main findings from the articles that you
reviewed and to point out how your inquiry questions were answered or not
answered, what the gap is (what if my questions are all answered – you then
need to identify new inquiries so that you will contribute to the field)
4. References
This is the last part of your review. It serves as a listing of all references that
you mentioned in your paper. Please use APA style when completing this list.
This link will be a useful help (https://student.unsw.edu.au/how-cite-referencesapa-style).
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3.6.3 Literature Review Marking Rubric
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3.7 SMARTHINKING (BABS1202 Moodle “Student Support Resources”)
As part of this course, you have been allocated 2 hours of Smarthinking services.
For the purpose of the Literature Review assessment, may submit a draft of the
whole assessment through the Essay Centre. This service will help you prepare
for your final assessment, as you will be provided with feedback on your writing
and use that feedback to improve your final literature review which is to be
submitted via Turnitin.
How to Submit your Essay to the Smarthinking Essay Centre:
1. Log into your Smarthinking account.
2. Click on ‘Submit My Writing’.
3. Click on ‘Essay Centre’.
4. Fill out the essay submission form. Copy and paste the course information in
bold below into the appropriate fields. You can select up to 2 areas in which you
need help. For the purpose of this assessment, it is recommended you focus on
‘Use of Resources’ and ‘Content Development’. If you are submitting a second
draft, you may want to change the 2 areas of feedback, so you can get the most
out of the Essay Centre.
5.Select either ‘First Available’ or ‘ESL Specialist’ tutor, depending on your
preference and need.
6. Upload your essay in standard word processing formats (.doc, .docx or .rtf)
and click Submit.
7. Review your submissions and click ‘Confirm Submission.’
You will receive an email and/or text notification when your review is ready,
typically within 24 hours. You can download the review from the ‘Review My
Sessions and Submissions’ area found on the Smarthinking front page.
To check your current balance, click on your profile name at the top of the
Smarthinking homepage. Select Manage Account and then Usage Details.
You can use your remaining minutes as you please. However, it is important to
reflect on your areas in need of enhancement when it comes to writing and use
Smarthinking to address those. Here are some further suggestions for this
assessment:
•
You may want to do more than one draft submission through the Essay
Centre. Thus, you will be able to receive more varied feedback if you
choose different areas of focus for evaluation.
•
You may use Smarthinking for submitting paragraphs, particularly if you
want to improve your paragraph structure and organisation of ideas. For
this purpose, you can submit various paragraphs (sections of your
Literature Review assessment) for feedback through the ‘Paragraph
Submission’ service.
•
If you struggle with grammar and referencing, you can use the ‘
Grammar & Documentation Review’ service.
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o Enzymes
Week 4

o Accuracy & Precision
o Experimental Design

4.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Enzymes”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Biofuels”
BABS1202 Moodle Online Skills Tutorial
“Experimental Design”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 4 Tutorial “Experimental
Design”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 4 Tutorial supplement
“Amylase in Industry”)
BABS1202 Moodle Week 4 Video series “Enzymes”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Microbial Growth”

4.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 4 Objectives
Structure of proteins and enzyme function.
Importance of enzymes and their industrial uses.
Microbiological cultures.
Experimental design and the importance of
controls, accuracy and precsion.

4.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Enzymes
What factors affect enzyme activity?
Describe some examples.
Describe how amylases break down starch
and what are the products of these reactions.
What factors do you think make these
enzymes useful within industry?
Describe the various uses for enzymes.

4.4 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Microbiological Cultures
Devise a culture medium that you could use
to isolate an amylase producing bacteria.
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4.5

ACCURACY AND PRECISION

Accuracy indicates the closeness of the measurements to the true or accepted
value. Precision is the closeness of the results to others obtained in exactly the
same way.

4.5.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Accuracy and Precision
Two students are given a small cylinder of
aluminium of known mass and asked to
determine its density. (The ‘accepted’ density
of aluminium is 2.702 g/cm3.)
Since density is mass/volume the students
need to calculate the volume of the cylinder.
To do this, the height and diameter of the
cylinder need to be measured.
Student A uses a simple plastic ruler.
Student B uses a micrometre (a precision
measuring instrument).

Calculate the average value for each set of density values, making sure that
any ‘outliers’ are not included.
Calculate the % error for each set of values
Compare the average value for each set with the accepted value:
Which student’s data is more accurate?
Which student’s data is more precise?
Compare the percentage error for each set:
Which student’s data is more accurate?
Which student’s data is more precise? Explain any odd findings:
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4.6 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Experimental Design
Discuss the importance of using controls
when design a scientific experiment.
Tutorial Activity
Mr Smith noticed that every evening, after
dinner, when he went to the door with his
coat on and said "Walkies", his dog Rex
immediately understood and came running.

Mr Smith was going to Spain for a holiday, and, as an experiment, decided to
teach Rex Spanish. He started to say ”paseo" instead of ”walkies".
To his delight, Rex very quickly understood and came running.
Hypothesis: Mr Smith has taught his dog Rex to understand Spanish.
What is the observation here?
1. The dog apparently responds to the call of ’paseo'.
2. The dog understands the word as meaning 'walkies'.
Is this the only explanation? Converse as a group and devise a test to
discriminate between these possibilities?
4.7 ASSIGNMENT

Experimental Design - Exploring the microbiome
to solve problems in biotechnology
This is a group project, and your tutor will assign
each of you into groups of four students.
Worth 8% of final grade.
Due week 10.

Peak oil is the theorized point in time when the maximum rate of extraction of
petroleum is reached, after which it is expected to enter terminal decline. Peak
oil theory is based on the observed rise, peak, fall, and depletion of aggregate
production rate in oilfields over time. A biofuel is a fuel that is produced through
contemporary biological processes, such as agriculture and anaerobic digestion,
rather than a fuel produced by geological processes such as those involved in
the formation of fossil fuels, such as coal and petroleum, from prehistoric
biological matter. If the source biomatter can regrow quickly, the resulting fuel is
said to be a form of renewable energy.
Amylase is an enzyme that catalyses the hydrolysis of starch into sugars. Majority
of the biofuels are created by sugars. The sugars are then fermented into alcohol
such as butanol or ethanol after extraction and subsequently used as fuels. The
dependency on non-renewable carbon-based fuels such as gasoline is reduced
with amylases biofuel enzymes. Biodiesel is another form of biofuel that has the
ability to fuel more than half the world’s transportation.
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Currently, the initial production of cellulosic biofuels uses strong acids or bases
at high temperatures to make plant fibre available to enzymes, and then
subjecting the pre-treated fibre with enzymes to produce sugars. These sugars
are fermented to ethanol. It is a difficult and expensive process. What if
microorganisms could be used to directly convert biomass to ethanol or other
fuels? These organisms are actually abundant in nature. The reason they don’t
usually make ethanol is that it is more thermodynamically favourable to make
other products.
As a group of four students, your plan is to develop an experimental protocol to
isolate several different strains of thermophilic amylase producing bacteria from
environmental samples that make high concentrations of ethanol from plant fibre.
Your design should include aspects such as which environemnts you would
investigate, bacterial isolation techniques, purification of your bacterial isolates,
quantification of enzyme activity and genetic identification.
You may be as creative as you like, with the primary goal of researching,
developing and writing an experimental protocol that is to be done in a
collaborative manner.
Considerations for collaborative learning:
•

Begin early in the semester and set clear expectations in an organised
time frame.

•

Fully understand the assignment objectives.

•

Establish ground rules for group members participation and contributions.

•

Determine roles for each group member. These could be rotational /
interchaneable.

•

Plan for each stage of group work.

•

Help each other in the group to develop the skills they need to succeed,
such as communication skills, research skills, information technology
skills.

•

Think about self -reflection and peer assessment within the group to
evaluate your own and others' contributions.

•

Remember, it is team effort, be patient and support each other!
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Week 5

o Bacterial Identification
o Spectrophotometry

5.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Week 5 Tutorial “Bacterial
Phenotyping”
BABS1202 Lecture “Bacterial Cell Structure & Function”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Novel Methods of Cell
Culture”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 5 Tutorial “Colony Counts”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 5 videos “Performing Serial
Dilutions” & “Calculating Colony Forming Units”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 5 Tutorial “Spectrophotometry”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 5 video “Performing
“Spectrophotometry”

5.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 5 Objectives
Peptidoglycan synthesis and the differences
between Gram positive and negative bacterial
cell envelopes.
Microbial enumeration.
Microbial diversity and novel methods of
identification.
The uses of spectrophotometry and how to plot
a standard curve.

5.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Bacterial Cell Structure
Discuss the major differences between a
Gram- positive and Gram-negative cell
envelope.
Desribe the development of the bacterial
endospore.
Describe the difference between bacterial
flagella, pilli and fimbriae.
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5.4 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Bacterial Culture
Describe the different ways that bacteria
can be cultured and the rationale for using
different methods of culturing.
Describe the 5 “I’s” of culturing
microorganisms.
Discuss novel methods of cell culture.

5.5 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Bacterial Culture
Describe the apprpriate method of labelling
culture agar plates.
Describe the techique to subcutlure for single
colonies.
Why is it important to sub-culture for single
colonies?

5.6 COLONY COUNTS
In quantitative microbiology, we are concerned with determining the
concentration of colony-forming units (CFUs) in a sample, i.e., the number of
CFUs per ml or per gram of sample. For example, if we were to plate out 1ml of
sample and then, after incubation of the inoculated plates, find that 100 colonies
have arisen, we would then conclude that there were 100 CFUs per ml of the
original sample. The concentration of CFUs in a sample could be considerably
greater.

Counting the colonies on a plate inoculated with 1ml of sample may be
impossible. So, we need to dilute the sample down to a level that can be counted
accurately. A typical spread plate uses 100ul of sample.
Countable plates should contain between 30 and 300 colonies. If fewer than 30,
we run into greater statistical inaccuracy. If greater than 300, the colonies would
be tedious if not impossible to count. So, we use serial dilutions to accomplish
the equivalent of plating out successively smaller amounts of sample.
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5.6.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Serial Dilution and Colony Counts
100uL of a 10-fold solution series of a pure
culture has been spread on each agar plate
as seen below.
What is the cell concentration of the original
suspension expressed in colony froming units
per mL.

5.7 SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
Every chemical compound absorbs, transmits, or reflects light (electromagnetic
radiation) over a certain range of wavelength. Spectrophotometry is a
measurement of how much a chemical substance absorbs or transmits.
Spectrophotometry is widely used for quantitative analysis in various areas (e.g.,
chemistry, physics, biology, biochemistry, material and chemical engineering,
clinical applications, industrial applications, etc). Any application that deals with
chemical substances or materials can use this technique. In biochemistry, for
example, it is used to determine enzyme-catalysed reactions.
A spectrophotometer measures light quantity and tells you how much light is
passing through a solution (transmittance) or how much light is being absorbed
by a solution (absorbance).
If you graph absorbance versus concentration for a series of known solutions,
the line, or standard curve, which fits to your points can be used to calculate the
concentrations of an unknown solution. Absorbance, the dependent variable, is
placed on the y-axis (the vertical axis). Concentration, the independent variable,
is graphed on the x-axis. When you measure the absorbance of an unknown
sample, find that y-value on the standard curve. Then trace downward to see
which concentration matches up to it.
5.7.1 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Spectrophotometry
Discuss spectrophotometry and its uses in
biological applications.
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5.7.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Spectrophotometry
You have been supplied with a starch stock
solution at a concentration of 10 mg/ml.
After performing serial dilutions of this stock,
the spectrophotometry readings are below:

Plot and label a standard curve
from the data opposite.
(NB: graph template on next page)
Determine the starch concentration
of an unknown sample with an
absorbance of 0.35

Starch (mg/mL)
1
2
3
4

Absorbance
0.12
0.16
0.19
0.28

5
6
7
8
9
10

0.43
0.49
0.57
0.61
0.64
0.68

When constructing a standard curve to determine the concentration of
an unknown sample, how do you perform dilutions such that they
produce a linear curve?
Why do we need our standard curve to be linear?
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Week 6

o Flexi-week

6.1 SELF-DIRECTED STUDY

Students are encouraged to continue study in
flexi week.
Particular attention to the “Frontiers lectures”,
as the content of these will be assessed in
the final exam.
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture
“Commercialisation of Scientific Discoveries”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Astrobiology”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Bioremediation”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Medical
Mycology and Biotechnology”

6.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 6 Objectives
Revise all material from weeks 1-5
An awareness of some the developing
biotechnological disciplines and areas of
current research interest at UNSW.

6.3 REVISION QUESTIONS

This is a non-compulsory tutorial session.
The following questions may be attempted
during this session, with guidance from your
tutor.

Q1 What features would be apparent when differentiating between a bacterial
cell and eukaryotic cell using light microscopy?
Q2 What type of media incorporates specific chemicals which allows growth
of several types of microbes yet displays visible differences between the
microbes on the plate. Give 2 examples.
Q3 Explain why Gram-positive cells stain purple and Gram-negative stain
pink:
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Q3 Refer to the diagram
opposite representing a
Gram-positive bacterial
cell. Identify and describe
the function of each
lettered site.

Q4 You have microbiological spread plate with a dilution factor of 10-4 and a
colony count of 150 CFU’s. If the plate was inoculated with 100µL of
sample, what was the original viable cell count:
Q5

What is a protein’s conformation, and why is conformation important?

Q6 The enzyme α-amylase increases the rate at which starch is broken down
into smaller oligosaccharides. Describe a method of how rate of this
reaction can be tracked:
Q7 Briefly describe the difference between the an “active site” and an
“allosteric site” when referring to enzyme structure and function:
Q8 Describe the metabolic
characteristics of the
microorganisms growing in
the tube represented in the
diagram opposite:
Q9

What action most accurately describes the motion of bacterial flagella?

Q10 What is a plasmid?
Q11 Because penicillin inhibits peptidoglycan synthesis, it is most effective on
what cell type. Explain:
Q12 Over 99.9% of bacteria are “unculturable” in the laboratory into standard
artificial media. Suggest reasons for this and describe a possible
alternative culturing technique:
Q13 Using a standard curve, if you know the absorbance of an unknown
sample, what else can be determined about that unknown sample?
Q14 Discuss current applications in Biotechnology at UNSW
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Week 7

o Microbiology of Food
o Home Based Fermentation Project

7.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202. Moodle Lecture “Microbiology of Food”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Bioenergetics”
BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Bioprocesses” & “Brewing”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 7 Video series “Metabolism"

7.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 7 Objectives
The role of microorgansims in food.
Methods and mechansims of microbial death.
Metaboloic processes of aerobic respiration and
fermentation.
The importance and application of fermentation
in industry.
Design experiments and interpret the resultant
experimental data.

7.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Food Microbiology
What is the importance of food microbiology?
How do microorganisms affect food?
Discuss the difference between food infection
and food intoxication.
Describe the stages of cellular respiration.
How does the process of fermentation differ
from cellular respiration?

7.4 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Microbial Death
Describe various methods of killing
microorganisms. What methods are used in a
microbiology lab?
What factors can affect microbial death?
What precautions must you take when
working with microorganism?
What concentration of ethanol is the most
effective at killing bacteria and why?
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7.5 ASSIGNMENT

Home Based Project – Fermentation
Individual assignment.
Worth 8% of final grade.
Due week 10

Ethanol is the world’s most widely used biofuel. Starch is commonly used as a
substrate for ethanol production due to its low price and the availability of raw
material (such as corn, wheat or grains) in most regions of the world.
In Australia, ethanol is made from waste products such as sugar cane waste, the
waste from starch production and red sorghum. The conversion of sugars (such
as glucose) into ethanol is a process known as fermentation and is carried out
by a fermentative microorganism such as the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
However, before fermentation can take place, starch needs to be broken down
enzymatically in order to obtain fermentable sugars. This occurs in a series of
processes known as liquification and saccharification. This is where the enzyme
amylase is used. Note that more than one type of amylase enzyme is required
for the complete conversion from starch to glucose.
The following project is a simple but interesting home-based project that is to be
performed individually. It will demonstrate the efficacy of an amylase producing
organism to ferment various foodstuffs.
Materials:
•

8 zip lock plastic bags

•

Sharpie marker

•

Tablespoon

•

Teaspoon

•

Bakers’ yeast

•

The following feedstocks (You may use substitutes for any below)
Ø Cornflour
Ø Table sugar
Ø Honey
Ø Powdered milk
Ø Plain wheat flour
Ø Wheat-bix

•

Warm (approx. 40 OC) water

•

Timer
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Procedure:
1. Using a sharpie marker, label one of the bags “control”. It will only have yeast
in it (and water). Label the other bags with the names of the feedstocks.
2. Add 1 level table spoon of each feedstock to an appropriately labelled bag.
3. Add 1/2 level teaspoon of yeast to bag.
4. Add 1 cup of warm tap water (approximately 40OC) to each bag.
6. Mix the contents of each bag gently, remove as much air as possible, then
tightly seal the bags closed.
7. Lay the bags on a flat surface and start timer.
8. Depending on the feedstock, signs of fermentation will be visible after a few
minutes, with some bags beginning to produce CO2 gas. Record your
observations.
9. Record observations every five minutes until 60 minutes have elapsed. As the
yeast produce CO2, the bags may swell. It may even pop. Be sure to monitor the
bags and release the gas if it becomes over inflated.
11. Compare their results. Did they observe differences between the feedstocks?
What happened in the control?
12. Write a brief report, including pictures.
7.5.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Risk Assessments
Devise a risk assessment for your homebased fermentation project.

7.5.2 Laboratory Report Guidelines:
Introduction: The introduction should provide a clear statement of the question
addressed by your study. It should give references to other relevant reports and
should include enough background information to make your report
understandable as an independent unit.
Materials and Methods: This section should enable others to judge whether
your techniques justify your conclusion and provide enough information to allow
your work to be repeated. Since your protocol was detailed in the lab manual, a
short outline or explanation and a formal reference to the lab manual will
suffice. Include any deviations from the lab manual protocol.
Results: Tables and figures, although important, are not enough for this section.
Describe your results briefly but indicate trends in your data that will be
discussed in the next section. Tables and figures should be numbered, labelled,
and mentioned in the text.
Discussion: The discussion should include an error analysis (or at least an
estimate of uncertainties), any conclusions drawn from your results, and
whether your data are consistent with relevant models or hypotheses.
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7.5.3 Project Marking Rubric
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Week 8

o Ethics
o Genotyping

8.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Online Skills Tutorial “Ethics”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 8 Tutorial “Ethics”
BABS1202 Moodle Lectures “Genetics Revision”
“Conventional Genetics & Recombinant DNA, “Genetic
Modification” and “Cloning”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 8 Tutorial “Polymerase Chain
Reaction”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 8 Tutorial “Gel
Electrophoresis”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 8 Video series “PCR et al”

8.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 8 Objectives
Understand the rules of professional behavior,
and to know your rights and responsibilities.
Fundamental genetics and recombinant DNA
technology.
Common laboratory techniques used in
molecular biology.

8.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Ethics
Discuss your understanding of ethics as
applied in Biotechnology, and provide
examples?
Can you think of a current example of a
breach of ethics?

8.4 GENOTYPING
Genotyping is the process of determining differences in the genetic make-up of
an individual by examining its DNA sequence using biological assays and
comparing it to another individual's sequence or a reference sequence. It is used
to identify variation at specific positions in the DNA sequence of any biological
species, from microorganisms to humans. This variation, the genotype, occurs
naturally and can be considered a genetic fingerprint of an individual.
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8.4.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)
What happens at each stage of PCR?

Describe the importance of each
of the reaction components in the
polymerase chain reaction.

8.4.2 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Gel electrophoresis
What are the most common problems
encountered with agarose gels?
How does the process of gel electrophoresis
separate DNA fragments?
What is the purpose of adding blue “tracking”
dye to the DNA samples?
Why is a marker used when running the
fragments through the gel?

Four lanes are numbered on the gel
opposite.
1. Which lane contains the longest
DNA fragment? Explain.
2. Which lane contains the shortest
DNA fragment? Explain.
3. Which contains a 1500 base pair
DNA fragment.

8.4.2 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Genotyping
PCR is now commonly used for a wide
variety of applications. Describe four such
applications.
What other current methods of genotyping
can you think of?
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Week 9

o Genetic Engineering

9.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Week 9 Tutorial “Genetic
Manipulation”
BABS1202 Moodle Lectures “Genetics Revision”
“Conventional Genetics & Recombinant DNA,
“Genetic Modification” and “Cloning”
BABS1202 Moodle Week 9 Video series “Gene
Expression et al”

9.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 9 Objectives
Recombinant DNA technology and principles of
cloning and genetic manipulation.
Processes of DNA replication, transcription and
translation & control of gene expression.

9.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Genetic Engineering
How does the DNA sequence of a gene
specify a particular protein?
What is a plasmid and why are they useful
for transferring DNA?
Discuss the different ways that a plasmid
DNA can enter a bacterial cell?

9.4

EXPRESSION OF GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN (GFP) IN
ESCHERICHIA COLI.

Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) is a protein encoded by a gene derived from
the jellyfish Aequorea victoria. This protein absorbs blue light and emits green
light. The excitation energy of the GFP protein is 480nm and the fluorescence
signal is detected at 505 – 510nm (it is strong enough in some instances to be
detected by eye), it requires no special cofactors and can be readily quantitated.
The gene encoding for GFP (gfp) has been cloned into other organisms, e.g.
bacteria, yeast, plant and animal cells, and fluoresces in all these types of cells.
GFP is becoming increasing of interest in the development of industrial
organisms and has been used as a reporter gene in many host cells including
mammalian cell lines used in the production of biopharmaceuticals.
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The pGLO plasmid contains genes encoding for the promoter pBAD, gfp and
araC. The expression of the catabolic genes in the arabinose operon on the
chromosome is dependent on the promoter pBAD. For transcription to occur at
the promoter pBAD, RNA polymerase, a DNA binding protein called AraC and
arabinose must be present. Arabinose interacts with the AraC protein, which is
bound to the DNA at the binding site for RNA polymerase. These events activate
the promoter and the adjacent genes encoding for the enzymes that break down
arabinose on the plasmid pGLO, the arabinose catabolic genes have been
replaced by the single gene (gfp), which encodes for GFP.
Thus, arabinose acts to induce (switch on) expression of gfp, resulting in the
synthesis of GFP, the reporter protein.
The bacterium, Escherichia coli, is commonly used in cloning and other genetic
experiments as it is genetically well defined and the techniques for gene
manipulation in this organism are well established. However, E. coli cells do not
take up DNA from the environment, i.e. are not naturally competent. Cells need
to be pre-treated to take up DNA, and in this case CaCl2 and heat-shock are used
to induce the cells to take up the added pGLO DNA. The cells are given a short
incubation, during which time bla (the gene encoding for the protein that confers
resistance to ampicillin) in pGLO is expressed and confers ampicillin resistance
phenotype on the cell. The antibiotic ampicillin kills growing cells.
It is the capacity of the newly transformed cells, which contain the pGLO plasmid,
to grow in the presence of inhibitory levels of ampicillin that we can use to
measure the success of the transformation step.

9.4.1 VIRTUAL LAB SKILLS

Expression of GFP in E coli.
Describe the process (using the antibiotic
ampicillin) for selecting the bacteria that have
taken up the pGLO plasmid.
How is this selection process verified?

9.5 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION

Genetic Engineering & Ethics
Discuss why genetic engineering is considered
a scientific breakthrough.
Do you think genetic engineering is good or
bad? Use the pros and cons of genetic
engineering to support your opinion. (There is
no right or wrong answer.)
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Week 10

o Molecular Bioinformatics

10.1 PRE-TUTORIAL
PREPARATION

BABS1202 Moodle Lecture “Bioinformatics”
BABS1202 Week 10 Tutorial supplement “Amylase
Gene Sequences”
BABS1202 Moodle – Review all material weeks 1-10.

10.2 LEARNING OUTCOMES

Week 10 Objectives
What is Bioinformatics.
Applications of Bioinformatics.
Using databases to identify organisms.
Revision of course.

10.3 TUTORIAL DISCUSSION Bioinformatics
What is Bioinformatics?
What does the gene sequence tell us about
the properties of an enzyme?

10.4

MOLECULAR BIOINFORMATICS

Today all research involves searching the many global data-bases that are
available to compare all kinds of data such as:
•
•

The identification of particular organisms,
The genes encoding proteins, their structure and function, etc.

As a student and future researcher, you will need to become familiar with the use
of some of these databases.
The aim of this tutorial is to try and demonstrate some of the features and “power”
of one of the most useful and popular databases used by researchers. The
database is the NCBI (National Centre for Biotechnology Information).
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The NCBI database can be found at: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov
It was; “Established in 1988 as a national resource for molecular biology
information, NCBI creates public databases, conducts research in computational
biology, develops software tools for analyzing genome data, and disseminates
biomedical information - all for the better understanding of molecular processes
affecting human health and disease”.

Molecular Bioinformatics Computer Based Tutorial:
You will be given the alpha-amylase DNA sequence of an unknown isolate for
you to compare to known DNA sequences contained in the NCBI database. You
will use a program known as BLAST (the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) to
compare your allocated DNA sequence to the database in order to characterise
the gene and potentially to predict the species of your unknown bacterial isolate.
NB: For this exercise we simply require you to become familiar with how the
database may be used. You will learn much more detail about how to fully exploit
the power of such databases in future years.

10.5 REVISION QUESTIONS

The following questions may be attempted
during this session, with guidance from your
tutor.

Q1 Define fermentation:
Q2 Describe intrinsic factors (of food/substrate) that affect food spoilage:
Q3 Why is sterilisation important? How would you sterilise blood?
Q4 Why would meat from a well-rested animal be less susceptible to spoilage
than meat from a fatigued animal?
Q5 Define and briefly discuss the differences between:
I. Natural attenuation
II. Biostimulation
III. Bioaugmentation
Q6 Briefly describe, in correct sequence, the three basic steps in the
polymerase chain reaction:
Q7 Briefly explain why it is more difficult to create transgenic animals than
transgenic plants:
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Q8 Describe the difference between bacterial and eukaryote gene expression.
Q9 Why is recombinant DNA possible?
Q10 What is the importance of restriction enzymes in genetic engineering?
Q11 In order to clone DNA, it is necessary to place the gene of interest into an
appropriate vector. Briefly describe the steps required for this construction:
Q12 What is a phylogeny measuring and why do biologists reconstruct them?
Q13 Why is having access to a liquid medium considered essential for life, and
why is water the medium of choice for life?
Q14 You decide to set up a micro-brewery. With the aid of a flow diagram,
briefly describe the steps involved in producing a top-quality beer.

